I. General Principles of Social Navigation
The idea of social navigation (SN) in virtual spaces is closely modelled on navigation and orientation in non-virtual spaces. It is an idea borrowed from architecture, urban design, and in general sociology, all disciplines that have long established that people tend to follow other people’s trails in space. SN lets users help each other and generally serve as a navigational aid. A typical example of SN is following in someone else’s trail; i.e., following direct or indirect advice from someone else. The advice provider can be a real human being that is synchronously present (in the context of the academia, think about dissertation advisors), a trace of another human being’s actions (e.g., borrowing a book from the library on the basis of it looking well-read) or an artificial entity altogether, as long as the navigator sees it as another in habitant of the (virtual) space (e.g., MUD robots). Common virtual examples include recommended URLs, FAQs, recommender systems, computer-supported cooperative work (CSCW) systems, which provide an awareness of co-workers’ activities, visitor counts on webpages, online guides, collaborative virtual environments (CVEs), etc.

SN can either be deliberately designed to be part of a system, as in most of the examples above, or it can emerge spontaneously, sometimes in unpredictable forms or places.

SN provides a sense of security and safety. (“If other people have gone there, it is safe for me to do so, too.”) As a concept in the area of human-computer interaction (HCI), it was introduced by Dourish and Chalmert in 1994. They defined it as navigation towards a cluster of people or navigation because other people have looked at something. At first SN was exemplified by recommender systems like Amazon.com, but later Dieberger expanded the definition to include recommendations of websites and bookmarks.

As all other approaches in HCI, SN can be seen from several different perspectives and traced in several different domains, including the “real” world of human activities, and the various virtual worlds of information spaces. It is concerned with the creation of social settings and “places” in information space and the human behavior in them, i.e., the sociability of information creation, and with people as both consumers and creators of information. People are seen not as single users but as
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members of many different types of information spaces both real and virtual, which are lively spaces, inhabited by other people, i.e. they are “places.”

Consequently, perhaps the best metaphor to express what SN is all about is the idea of footprints in the snow or a pathway through the grass in the park. In other words, the main purpose of social navigation is to facilitate way-finding be it through prescribed or subsequently afforded means.

In a sense, SN is a reaction towards the more traditional HCI approaches which view the information and the user of the information as inhabiting two distinct worlds or spaces. SN positions people inside, not outside of the information space, where they will try to bridge the gulf between themselves and the information space. SN shares many of the assumptions of traditional HCI but also introduces more socially based ways of thinking, and, especially, the realization that computers are used for more than just work. It borrows from and frequently critiques aspects of CSCW, IUI (intelligent user interfaces), IR (information retrieval) theories and CVEs. In this sense, SN is the result of a certain disenchantment with both classic HCI and even CSCW, following the realization that the cognitive approach is limited in its potential to understand and explain the changes in technology and the uses people put it to.

It should be kept in mind that SN is also connected to social informatics (SI), i.e., the study of the social consequences of technology. However, even though both SI and SN ask the question of why some information-communication technologies (ICTs) work in practice and others don’t and locate the answer in a social dimension of some sort, with SI it is in organizational practice, while with SN, it is mostly within the realm of human sociability. In other words, even though the SN approach is potentially relevant to community action, it does not explicitly concern itself with social change and activism the same way that SI does.

The SN approach takes SI one step further; instead of looking at the social consequences of ICTs, it attempts to situate the social within the virtual. It plays on the idea that people can be seen as existing in an information space, or even multiple information spaces, and that within these information spaces, they leave traces that are of interest to other inhabitants of the same space. Ultimately, SN as a design philosophy is the result of the realization that using computers needs to become a more enjoyable, social activity.

II. Short History and Typology of SN
Some of the signposts in the history of SN as a design approach and a conceptual framework include the PERSONA collaborative project between the Swedish Institute of Computer Science (SICS) and Napier University, Edinburgh, the 1998 workshop in Sweden on Personal and Social Navigation of Information Spaces and its published proceedings, a panel on SN at the CHI conference in 1999, organized by Alan Wexelblat, another workshop on SN held in conjunction with the CHI 2000 conference, the joint Delos-NSF workshop on personalization and recommender systems in digital libraries held at Dublin City University in 2001, and the publication of a second expanded edition of Social Navigation of Information Space in 2003.

SN can be direct, where the communication between the advice provider and the user is mutual and two-way. In some way, one can see other people moving around, can consult or instruct specialist agents, can get advice and help from other people. SN can also be indirect, where the communication is non-mutual and in one direction only. The goal is to provide information on what other people have done, pointing to “suitable” choices based on preferences.

III. Recommender Systems (RSs)
Recommender systems are one of the most well-known instances of social navigation. As Resnik and Varian described them in 1997, they assist and augment the natural social process. They are prevalent in the e-commerce and entertainment sectors, and comparatively less used in libraries. The most well developed example of a RS on a library OPAC that we are aware of is the one used at the University of Karlsruhe, developed in 2002. It is based on log file analysis, not on ratings, and has been fully operational in the public interface of the catalog. As Geyer-Schultz et al. explain, there a number of obstacles to RSs on library OPACs, including librarians’ concerns with privacy, the additional investments in IT—equipment required, as well as the sheer volume of the system compared to some traditional commercial environments.

Most RSs are based on collaborative filtering (CF), which operates on the assumption that users who agreed with each other in the past are likely to agree with each other in the future. CF can be several types. In pull-active CF users pull the information they want by formulating queries based on the characteristics of the items or the previous users’ reactions to the items. An early example is the Tapestry system at Xerox PARC. Pull-
active CF systems are applicable for smaller communities. CF systems can also be push-active when users push items to other users based on their understanding of the users’ needs (e.g., Lotus Notes). These are suitable for small communities. A third type of CF is the automated one where systems automatically analyze the relationships between users and form recommendations based on correlations among different users’ behaviors (e.g., GroupLens, Amazon.com, Netflix). These require little or no user effort—it is the CF system that puts in the effort in contrast to push or pull CF systems.

The key advantage of all three CF mechanisms is that they do not consider the content at all; each item and user is treated individually, but upfront human effort is great—someone needs to make a recommendation. CF can also be based on implicit interest measures—based on implicit observations of behaviors that the user would have exhibited independent of the recommender system. Implicit ratings are used, for instance, partially in Google’s link mining. Implicit data is often noisy (users may purchase a product they personally dislike as a gift), but potentially more available and more honest.

CF can be based on situational recommendations: a combination of the user’s long-standing interests and a specific short-term interest. CF can be used for recommending for groups, where the group is merged into a single user, or merging the recommendations of the individual members. CF can be based on manual override, where the user selects which other users are used to produce recommendations for him or her; or how the opinions are combined precisely (e.g., Launch.com, Epinions.com). CF can also provide confidence measures and explanations, but in general these tend to inhibit the number of users willing to provide recommendations.

It is important to keep in mind that, as much as RSs try to mimic the way people make choices in the real world, there are important differences. In general social navigation systems allow the user to see him/herself and his/her impact on the system, while recommender systems don’t; they also show the path less traveled, RSs don’t.11 Even though RSs seem currently strategically important primarily for e-commerce, it has been argued that for scientific libraries, they can not only prevent the information overload, but also take up some of the traditional functions of academia, namely literature recommendations by advisors and peers.12 However, the privacy issues do present a problem and perhaps explain why RSs in the research environment tend to be discussed in conjunction with comparatively closed, self-selected user groups (e.g., researchers in a specific subject area) than on open OPACs.13 The University of Karlsruhe RS, for instance, which includes 15 million documents, is based on transaction log data, where the library is compared to an information market in which selecting an object is considered as a purchase of this object. For privacy reasons, no lending data are used.14

The methods employed in RSs vary tremendously—from ranking of products and services, writing annotations and reviews, to content analysis of the item itself to make suggestions.15 Among the various algorithms proposed for RSs, most view the recommendation process as a prediction problem, but some authors suggest that treating it using Markov decision processes is a more appropriate model.16 It is important to heed Wei et al.’s advice, however, that no one technique is best for all users in all situations and that RSs should incorporate a wide variety of such techniques.17

IV. Social Navigation and Libraries: Affordances and Issues

A number of issues surround the idea of applying the principles of SN to libraries. For instance, does “voting” work for movies, restaurants, etc. taste-related products better than for scientific journals, if it works for scientific domains at all? If RSs, an instance of SN, are developed to address the abundance of choice we face in taste domains (films, music, restaurants), are they applicable to research domains? Further, if SN as a design principle is supposed to be a delightful experience that breaks away from the pure efficiency of usability testing concepts, which focus on efficiency in terms of time spent and number of errors,18 does research in academic environments yield itself to such concerns?

SN follows in the footsteps of one of the major assumptions of social informatics, i.e., that an IT application does not have the same meanings for all who use it and does not have similar consequences for all. In other words, people’s interpretations of IT are influenced by prior beliefs, current incentives, and perceived demands. This view of IT is difficult to conceive of in the environment of libraries or even academia at large because it presupposes fluidity, it challenges the notion of expertise, and more specifically the locus of the expertise (be it the professor or the librarian who has created a classification of the world that is hierarchical and very slow to change.) Creating an environment that affords user-contributed data (recommendations, folksonomies, etc.)
has two major problems—one philosophical, and the other technical (forcing unstructured data to play well with very structured legacy data.)

SN in general transcends the very traditional view of HCI in which there is a human interacting with a computer system independently of a common information space, and in libraries this presents a problem. It requires a shift of perspective on what information is—it is not an objective set of data; but an interpretation, a socially interwoven subjective view of the world.

The biggest problem with RSs applied to libraries is that of privacy. Research has shown that even though familiarity with the recommender does not impact the perceived usefulness of the recommendation, profile similarity and rating overlap have a significant impact on perceived usefulness.19

Another problem is the fact that there may be research spaces that are not “social” in nature and hence SN will not work as an approach. It is also possible that there are cultural differences in SN that may be difficult to replicate in virtual worlds.

Before we proceed with a description of our attempt to implement a RS on the legacy OPAC at CUL, a few final qualifications. First, in the process of helping people make choices, RSs probably affect users’ opinions of the items by influencing their own ratings towards a displayed (predicted) rating, or through the scale used to rate.20 Other issues that surround RSs in the library include the problem of evaluating recommendations (should recommendations from faculty in a subject area weigh more than those of faculty in other subject areas, or those of graduate students or students in general), what is the cost structure of building a RS in a library, both for the system and the patrons (e.g., is it very costly for the user to miss a good item or sample a bad one), and finally, is the dataset large enough to provide meaningful recommendations?21

IV. CUL’s Data Mining Project for a Recommender System

CUL took its first steps in developing a catalog recommender system in the fall of 2005. There had been a desire from staff throughout the system to utilize SN in some form to enhance the information discovery process in our catalog. In response to a call for projects for a Master of Engineering program in Operations Research and Industrial Engineering, CUL staff proposed to use data mining of library circulation transactions to develop a RS. A team of three students took on the project and immediately began working with several CUL staff to gain an understanding of the library’s data and scope the system. The whole group defined the guiding principles and limitations we would be working with and decided what data points the system would use to match categories of users to categories of books. The students went to work producing software and two databases using historical and current circulation data for the monographic books used by our graduate student population.

Guiding Principles and Limitations

This project gave us an opportunity to define how we wanted the system to combine some of the long-standing traditions libraries have maintained with some new ideas of information organization. Among the guiding principles and limitations we defined for the project:

Our materials, our patrons

We felt that it was important to focus the scope of this system on the materials currently held at CUL and the patron base we serve directly. Some existing systems, notably Amazon.com and Library Thing, connect a wide range of users with materials that they might be interested in from throughout the world. We wanted to direct our users to relevant materials that were readily available from our collections.

Patron privacy

From the beginning of the project, we wanted any system we developed to maintain our standards of patron privacy. Our LMS removes the patron identity connected to a circulation transaction when the material is discharged, retaining only the status of the patron (faculty, graduate, etc…). A symptom of removing the patron identification from our historical circulation data is that we could only use this data to count uses of a book. When dealing with our current circulation data, it was important for us to ensure that we weren’t perpetuating this patron to book use connection significantly in our efforts to provide meaningful associations for our RS. To accomplish this, we established a daily data feed containing the patron to book connections, the software would process this data, make the relevant connections, and then we would delete the original file.

Data Points and “Tags”

Rather than developing a system where users could enter their own terms to tag themselves and their books, our system was being populated completely with data that existed in our LMS or could readily be obtained
and connected. After closely examining the data we had available to us, we determined the best data match point for linking the use of books together and the most relevant data to use as categories or “tags” for our patrons and books.

**BIB_ID**

CUL’s LMS database uses a BIB_ID to indicate a unique instance of a bibliographic record. Each BIB_ID has one or more MFHD_IDs and ITEM_IDs linked to it to indicate individual holdings at branch libraries and individual physical items respectively. Although it is the ITEM_ID that actually gets checked-out to a patron, we concluded that the BIB_ID is the more relevant match for trying to indicate when people who used this book also used that book.

**User tags**

The data we had ready access to for our patrons varied greatly depending on their status within the University. Table 1 indicates the descriptive data we could access for our major patron groups.

The field of study for the graduate students seemed to be the most detailed descriptive data. CU currently offers 121 graduate fields of study, often several in each department. We also considered our potential audience for this system and thought that new or aspiring graduate students could be interested in seeing what other graduates in their chosen fields read. For these reasons, we decided to focus our efforts on books used by the graduate student population.

**Book tags**

CUL uses LC classification and subject headings, but our team felt that it was important to incorporate a different form of classification that might be more immediately relevant in the recommender system environment. The Hierarchical Interface to Library of Congress Classification (HILCC) developed at Columbia University maps LC call numbers into a set of thirteen top level categories with one to three lower levels of categories for narrower focus. We thought that HILCC categories might be a more user friendly way to navigate through subject categories.

**Results**

Taking the information and data in hand, the student team developed programs in SAS and MS Access and produced two databases as project deliverables.

**Ranking Database**

*Most frequently used books in HILCC categories.* Using the last five years of historical circulation data, this database simply counts the number of times a particular book has been checked-out. This ranking of books could potentially be used as a starting point for research. A user could find the books that are most frequently used within a given HILCC category. Keeping our focus on use by graduate students, we found that over 365,000 different books circulated to graduate students, but of these, 90 percent circulated fewer than three times.

Though this data could be used to create lists of the most frequently used books, the students and CUL staff concluded that once a user delved down to a narrow HILCC category, such as History & Archaeology → Regions & Countries → Americas (General), only the top few books (9 in this category) circulated more than three times. It is questionable whether this system had enough data to be relevant at these narrow HILCC categories.

**Relationship Database**

*People who used this book also used these books.* The students created software to process daily snapshots of circulation transactions. These snapshots included any book that had been checked-out to a patron during the day that was still checked out when the data feed was run. The software would match BIB_IDs of books that were checked out to the same patron, and then remove the specific patron identifying data. The output of this program is a database of four tables: book to book, HILCC to HILCC, field of study to HILCC, and field of study to book. These tables interact to allow the database user to see various relationships between books, fields of study, HILCC category. Each day’s data is added to the existing tables to build more connections over time.

---

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1: Patron descriptive data</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Patron Group</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Undergraduate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Graduate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Staff</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Faculty</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Some RS suggestions that could be made include:

- People who use this book also use...
- Graduate students in Aerospace Engineering most often use books from the following three HILCC categories...
- You may find useful books from the following HILCC categories...

The final results of this project were presented after only 64 days of data were collected, so the total number of connections between books was rather small. By the conclusion of the project, we realized that there were better ways to gather the daily data in order to get more book-to-book connections while maintaining patron privacy.

Conclusions

Although this project did not result in a usable RS for the CUL catalog, we gained a much greater understanding of how our data might be used in any future RS development. Through expanding the scope, revising our data collection, providing user interactivity, and locating more relevant data, we can build a significantly more relevant and usable RS. Some specific efforts we can undertake include:

- Access more descriptive data about our patrons, particularly our undergraduates, to expand our scope to more of our constituents.
- Collect our data in a more effective way to find more connections between people and books.
- Approach peer institutions to increase the amount of relevant data. This would also increase the potential user base for the RS.
- Include the ability for users to add their own descriptive tags and ratings. This would increase the total amount of usable data while adding some sense of ownership for the users.

SN is, and will continue to be, important to libraries. Through understanding our data, our user base, and our materials, we can help to develop useful RS to improve the information discovery process for our patrons.

Notes

2. See Jenny Robins, “Affording a Place: The Role of Persistent Structures in Social Navigation,” Information Research 7, no. 3 (April 2002), http://informationr.net/ir/7-3/paper131.html for some examples of spontaneous unplanned behaviors (e.g., when students “grade” professors for the benefit of other prospective students), or anarchistic behaviors when the participants take control over the persistent structures in the system.


13. See, for instance, Stuart Middleton, Nigel R. Shadbolt, and David C. De Roure, “Ontological User Profiling in Recommender Systems,” ACM Transactions on Information Systems 22 no.1 (January 2004): 54–88, which examines the problem of recommending online academic research papers in two experimental systems, Quickstep and Foxtrot. They create user profiles from unobtrusively monitored behavior and relevance feedback, but try to represent the profiles in terms of a research-paper topic ontology rather than users’ profiles.


19. See Philip Bonhard et al., “Accounting for Taste: Using Profile Similarity to Improve Recommender Systems,” CHI 2006 Proceedings: 1057–66. They argue that the usefulness of recommender systems can be improved by including more information about the recommender and examine specifically the influence familiarity with the recommender, profile similarity between decision maker and recommender, and ratings overlap with a particular recommender have on the choices of decision makers.

20. Dan Cosley et al., “Is Seeing Believing? How Recommender Interfaces Affect Users’ Opinions,” CHI 5, no.1 (2003): 585–92. They found that users tend to rate towards the predictions the system shows, whether the prediction is accurate or not and that interface design influences the use of recommendations, which questions the widely held belief that large rating systems are self-correcting.

21. These are issues raised by Resnick and Varian in the context of recommender systems in general. They also mention the following concerns: matching people by tastes automatically is far more valuable in a large set of people who may not know each other; personalized aggregation of recommendations is more valuable when people’s tastes differ than when there are a few experts; recommender systems need to discourage “free riders” and the manipulated recommendations resulting from the “vote early and often phenomenon,” as well as the issue of privacy.
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